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Outdura® ist ein eingetragenes Markenzeichen der Sattler AG

Designed for outdoor living.

TM

impressions
Outdura’s ® success story began more than twelve
years ago. With high quality standards and know how,

Outdura® fabrics are certified by the Öko-Tex-

impressions

Label and are skin and environmentally friendly.

the brand based in North Carolina has developed itself
to be what it is today: one of the leading suppliers of

„impressions“ – out of the passion for design and quality

outdoor upholstery fabrics.
With „impressions“, a collection specially created to
satisfy the needs of the European market, Outdura ®

The eleven theme worlds comprised in the Outdura® collection „impressions“ awake the desire to spend time in your individual outdoor area. From

presents a wide range of high quality outdoor fabrics.

classical to extravagant, the collection offers a broad variety of fresh tones, interesting textures, intense colors and trendy accents. Either in home
Outdura® is a brand of the Sattler Group.

gardens, terraces or hospitality businesses - Outdura® offers the perfect solution for all environments and requirements.

Sattler AG has been successful with its products for

The brand Outdura® unites best quality with sophisticated designs and leaves no wish unfulfilled. The fabrics are made from solution-dyed branded

over 135 years – always abreast of time. Sattler®, a

acrylic and ensure outstanding technical properties regarding light and color fastness, UV-resistance and durability. Thus the fabrics have an extreme

family owned business run by the fifth generation and

long service life and the colors retain their brilliance even after many years.

with 4 production plants in Austria, Germany and USA,
is one of the top European producers of technical textiles

Outdura® brand outdoor fabrics hold a quality promise for the future. You can enjoy these high quality fabrics not only for one summer but for many

and is the leading provider of sun protection fabrics

years to come.

worldwide.
Sattler’s products stand for the highest quality and
innovation.

FABRICS DESIGNED FOR

OUTDOOR LIVING

Outdura® fabrics offer select colors and
designs with outstanding technical properties.
You will find further product information on
pages 16-19.
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colors of
night

TM

POET Grey 					

45E 203

FAME Granite

42W 243

Taupe

32L 819

on the
beach

TM

Sandstone

32L 814

FAME Champagne

42W 244

POET Sisal

45E 202

A touch of mysticism
Enigmatic

colors

and

Like a day at the beach
The subdued colors and textures in our

structures

line „on the beach“ remind us of wide

characterize the theme „colors of night“.

sandy beaches and are inspired by the

Fabrics in invigorating tones and

Charcoal Tweed

shades provide every outdoor area

soft structures of sea shells.

32L 402

The timeless style of these fabrics conveys

with a special elegance and timeless

a serene atmosphere inviting you to lay

beauty.

back and relax.

Graphite
SIERRA Dove

43U 217

SCOOP Dove

Black

Musterabbildungen
Sample
images shown
in Originalgröße
in original size
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32L 638
Barley

32L 921

Cork

32L 570

SIERRA Beach

43U 200

42U 232

32L 154

Sample
Musterabbildungen
images shownininOriginalgröße
original size.

pure &
natural
Just unwind and relax

TM

ELEMENTS Ecru (* )

42G 669

White

32L 010

SPARKLE Birch

40V 213

chocolate
mix

TM

Linen Tweed

32L 403

SIERRA Chocolate

43U 209

ELEMENTS Burlap (* )

42G 670

Sensual and tempting like a
handful of chocolates

Soft tones and gentle colors define this
line. Natural impressions emphasize the

Delicate, velvet brown tones stylishly

elegant style enchanting your own out-

complement the elegant jacquard. These

door area.

exclusive designs are a real eye-catcher
and give your outdoor living room a noble
touch.

SCOOP Birch

(*) original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm
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42U 201

SIERRA Meringue

43U 219

Sample images shown in original size.

SPARKLE Jute

40V 225

SPARKLE Heath

40V 236

Sample images shown in original size.

SIERRA Stone

43U 201

(*) original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm

taste of
lemongrass

TM

SIERRA Lemongrass

43U 207

Golden

32L 045

exotic
dream

TM

Lichen

32L 396

Moss

32L 043

FAME Aruba

42W 241

Summer, sun and fun

A piece of paradise

The line „taste of lemongrass“ is a real

Enjoy a

trendsetter. The fresh yellow tones of the

garden. Lush greens, blue tones and a

colorful jacquard bring a dash of color to

mix of structures define the color theme

any garden setting.

„exotic dream“. These designs transmit a

touch of the tropics in your

special burst of freshness and set trendy
accents.

BOUNCE Lemongrass (* )

(*) original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm
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09

42G 528

Sample images shown in original size.

Blue Lagoon

32L 364

Dusk Blue

32L 546

Sample images shown in original size.

SPARKLE Nautical

40V 230

jungle
feeling

TM

LOCKET Apple (*)

A feeling of freshness

42G 507

SIERRA Pesto

43U 202

SPARKLE Sagebrush

ocean
breeze

TM

SPARKLE Baltic

40V 223

40V 530

TRACE Sailor

43H 321

Deep blue sea

With „jungle feeling“, delicate green

Inspired by the depths of the ocean,

tones interact with striking patterns re-

these intense blue tones almost let you

minding us of the lush variety of colors

hear the waves and feel the sea breeze on

in the jungle. Fascinating designs that

a hot day. Conjure up some holiday spirit

seamlessly merge into any garden

in your own garden with „ocean breeze“.

setting.

GLEE Sage (*)

(*) original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm
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40V 640

Sample images shown in original size.

Midnight Blue

32L 271

Sample images shown in original size.

Marine

32L 414

hot &
spicy

TM

BONDI Citrus

42G 648

SCOOP Chili

42U 211

Rust

crimson
shimmer

TM

32L 022

GLEE Passion (*)

40V 642

Do you love the warm colors
of the South?

Try a little more color
The sophisticated colors and structures

This line delights with its very dynamic

of „crimson shimmer“ are an exciting

color scheme where different tones

extension of the vigorous patterns of

and structures complement the extra-

„hot & spicy“. This glamorous red tone

vagant and colorful jacquard.

provides the outdoor area with a dash of

Provide your open air living room with a

eccentricity.

very special charm.

SCOOP Brick

(*) original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm
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42U 219

SPARKLE Terra

40V 224

Sample images shown in original size.

Burnt Red

32L 347

Sample images in original size.

SCOOP Crimson

42U 260

(*) Original size of sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm

Landscape
Casual
Inspired by nature

TM

CHOTT

32L 656

NAMIB (*)

32L 640

The Landscape line ideally adapts itself

Enjoy the elegant designs of our design

to the most diverse environments and

line Landscape Casual. These fabrics

this with good reason: the designs are

are inspired by distinctive characteris-

inspired by nature. Moreover the fabrics

tics of landscapes from several geogra-

are convincing in terms of light and

phic regions around the globe.

color fastness, UV-resistance and are
thus highly suitable for their use in the
umbrella sector.

Sample image in original size.
BEACH (*)

32L 662

LADAKH (*)

32L 655

VULCANO (*)

32L 665

SAHARA (*)

32L 639

GOLDEN CROPS (*)

32L 667

GOBI (*)

32L 658

(*) Original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm
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(*) Original size of the sample image approx. 30 x 20 cm

TM

With Outdura® fabrics, umbrellas become
real eye catchers in the outdoor area. The
wide range of our umbrella fabrics extends

Particularly umbrellas are exposed to permanent sun radiation. The quality of the fiber is crucial in terms of fading resistance. Outdura®
fabrics are made from solution-dyed branded acrylic. This means that the color pigments are in the fiber and not only on the surface, thus the
fabrics have a better color fastness and the colors shine for a longer period of time.

from bright to discreet tones. Here you

Certified UV-Standards

will find an overview of our umbrella

The exposure to UV-radiation has increased significantly during the last years. What many do not know: when you choose an Outdura
umbrella fabric you are choosing at the same time a high UV-protection fabric. Outdura ® umbrella fabrics are certified according to the
worldwide best measurement standard: the UV-Standard 801. With a UV protection factor 40, 97.5% of the radiation can be reflected
and absorbed.

fabrics collection - these fabrics are first
choice for sun protection, also for applications in the hospitality area.

Chott 32L 656

UV 40

Beach 32L 662

UV 80

Sahara 32L 639

UV 80

Golden Crops 32L 667

UV 80

®

The indicated UV protection factor is provided through the strictest measurement procedure worldwide:
»»

Simulation of real situations under the most extreme weather conditions like radiation intensity of the Australian sun.

•

Bright colors with a high luminosity

•

100% solution-dyed branded acrylic

•

Colors do not fade away, they shine for
many years.

•

Ladakh 32L 655

Highest UV resistance, and thus no solidity

UV 80

Vulcano 32L 665

UV 80

Namib 32L 640

UV 80

Gobi 32L 658

UV 80

loss
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Taupe 32L 819

UV 80

Barley 32L 921

UV 80

Charcoal Tweed 32L 402

Cork 32L 570

UV 80

UV 80

Graphite 32L 638

Sandstone 32L 814

UV 80

UV 80

Black 32L 154

Linen Tweed 32L 403

•

Outstanding dirt and water repellency

•

Pleasant textile feeling

•

Breathable

UV 80

UV 80

Lichen 32L 396

White 32L 010

UV 30

Golden 32L 045

UV 80

UV 80

Midnight Blue 32L 271

UV 80

Moss 32L 043

UV 80

Blue Lagoon 32L 364

Marine 32L 414

UV 80

Rust 32L 022

UV 80

UV 80

Dusk Blue 32L 546

UV 80

Burnt Red 32L 347

UV 80

RELEVANT
PRODUCT
INFORMATION

CARE AND

TM

CLEANING
Quality in every fiber

Enjoy your fabrics for a long time.

Outdura® brand fabrics create a WOW effect in outdoor areas and not only one summer long but for many years. The outstanding technical

In order to maintain the high quality of the fabrics as long as possible, please follow these indications: brush off dirt and dust

properties of the fabrics ensure the highest light and color fastness, UV-resistance and the fulfillment of the Öko-Tex label standards. The surface

before it becomes embedded in the fabrics and wipe up spills as soon as they occur. The finish applied to Outdura ® fabrics helps

of the fabrics is dirt repellent and breathable making them mildew resistant, durable and easy to maintain. Outdura® fabrics are extreme durable

them to repel dirt and water; therefore they are easy to maintain. To enjoy our fabrics for a long time wipe up stains as soon as

and ideally suitable for outdoor spaces.

possible.

Quality and exclusive designs – our promise for the future. Our 5-year guarantee confirms our promise and protects Outdura® customers in case
any fading or solidity loss should occur provided the fabrics are used in a proper way and under normal environmental conditions. The guarantee
is valid for 5 years from date of invoice.

GENERAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

Remove loose dirt from the fabrics. To remove general dirt or light stains use a soft brush or sponge and a 5-10% solution of mild
soap and water (max. 30°C). Allow the foam to soak into the fabric and then rinse thoroughly with clear water and let the fabric
air dry.

Color fastness through and through.
Brilliant colors longer.

CLEANING RECOMMENDATION FOR STUBBORN STAINS:
The high quality Outdura® fabrics are made from 100% solutionPrepare a solution of mild soap and bleach. Apply this solution to the fabric using a soft brush. Let it soak for an hour and rinse

dyed branded acrylic and guarantee the highest functionality in

thoroughly with water. Never use water over 40°C. Always allow fabric to air dry.

terms of color fastness and UV resistance.
Solution-dyed acrylic:
Color pigments throughout the fiber

Yarn dyed fiber:
Color pigments are only on the surface
of the fiber

Important notes:

Outdura® fabrics are certified by the Öko-Tex Label.
The OEKO-TEX Standard 100 is a global testing and certification system for textile raw materials, intermediates
®

•
•
•

and end products at all stages in processing, with the aim of completely eliminating harmful substances. The slogan
„Confidence in textiles“ stands worldwide for responsible textile production, safety and transparency.

Important note:
Please note that the colors shown in these images are not binding and may differ with the original colors of the fabrics.
18
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No dry-cleaning
Always air-dry, never use a dryer
If necessary: use an iron set to synthetic fabric heat.
Please note: DO NOT STEAM IRON!

•

Machine wash (delicate wash cycle max. 40°C) and allow the fabric to air dry

TM

Outdura® is a trademark of Sattler AG

www.outdura.com

